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Description

Technical Field

[0001] One or more embodiments of the following description relate to a method and apparatus for encoding an audio
signal such as a speech signal or a music signal, and more particularly, to a method and apparatus for encoding a signal
corresponding to a high-frequency domain among audio signals.

Background Art

[0002] A signal corresponding to a high-frequency domain is less sensitive to a fine structure of a frequency than a
signal corresponding to a low-frequency domain. Accordingly, there is a need to increase an encoding efficiency to
overcome a restriction of bits available when encoding an audio signal. Thus, a large number of bits may be allocated
to a signal corresponding to a low-frequency domain, while a smaller number of bits may be allocated to a signal
corresponding to a high-frequency domain.
[0003] Such a scheme may be applied to a Spectral Band Replication (SBR) technology. SBR technology may be
used to improve encoding efficiency by representing high-band component signals as an envelope, and by synthesizing
the high-band component signals during the decoding of the high-band component signals, based on a fact that an
auditory sense of a human being has a relatively low resolution in a high-band signal.
[0004] In SBR technology, there is a demand for an improved method for extending a bandwidth of a high-frequency
domain. The document "Efficient spectrum coding for super-wideband speech and its application to 7/10/15 KHz bandwith
scalable coders", Oshikiri M et al, ICASSP 2004, discloses a base layer encoder and an enhancement-layer encoder.
[0005] The document "Efficient spectrum coding for super-wideband speech and its application to 7/10/15 KHz band-
width scalable coders", Oshikiri M et al, ICASSP 2004, discloses a base layer encoder and an enhancement-layer
encoder.

Disclosure of Invention

[0006] The foregoing and/or other aspects are achieved by providing an encoding apparatus as set forth in claim 1.
[0007] The foregoing and/or other aspects are achieved by providing an encoding method as set forth in claim 7.
Preferred embodiments are set forth in the dependent claims.
[0008] Additional aspects, features, and/or advantages of example embodiments will be set forth in part in the de-
scription which follows and, in part, will be apparent from the description, or may be learned by practice of the disclosure.
[0009] According to example embodiments, a basic signal of an input signal may be extracted, and an energy of the
input signal may be controlled using a tonality of a high-frequency domain of the input signal and using a tonality of the
basic signal, and thus it is possible to efficiently extend a bandwidth of the high frequency domain.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0010] These and/or other aspects and advantages will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the
following description of the example embodiments, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings of which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of an encoding apparatus and a decoding apparatus ;
FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of an example of the encoding apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of a core-encoding unit of the encoding apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of an example of an extension encoding unit of the encoding apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 illustrates a block diagram of another example of the extension encoding unit of the encoding apparatus of
FIG. 1;
FIG. 6 illustrates a block diagram of a basic signal generator of the extension encoding unit;
FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of a factor estimator of the extension encoding unit;
FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of an operation of an energy quantizer of the encoding apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 9 illustrates a diagram of an operation of quantizing an energy according to embodiments;
FIG. 10 illustrates a diagram of an operation of generating an artificial signal according to embodiments;
FIGS. 11A and 11B illustrate diagrams of examples of a window for estimating an envelope according to embodi-
ments;
FIG. 12 illustrates a block diagram of the decoding apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 13 illustrates a block diagram of an extension decoding unit of FIG. 12;
FIG. 14 illustrates a flowchart of an operation of an inverse-quantizer of the extension decoding unit;
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FIG. 15 illustrates a flowchart of an encoding method according to embodiments;
FIG. 16 illustrates a flowchart of a decoding method according to an example
FIG. 17 illustrates a block diagram of another example of the encoding apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 18 illustrates a block diagram of an operation of an energy quantizer of the encoding apparatus of FIG. 17;
FIG. 19 illustrates a diagram of an operation of quantizing an energy using an unequal bit allocation method according
to embodiments;
FIG. 20 illustrates a diagram of an operation of performing Vector Quantization (VQ) using intra frame prediction
according to embodiments;
FIG. 21 illustrates a diagram of an operation of quantizing an energy using a frequency weighting method according
to embodiments;
FIG. 22 illustrates a diagram of an operation of performing multi-stage split VQ, and VQ using intra frame prediction
according to embodiments;
FIG. 23 illustrates a block diagram of an operation of an inverse-quantizer of FIG. 13; and
FIG. 24 illustrates a block diagram of still another example of the encoding apparatus of FIG. 1.

Mode for the Invention

[0011] Reference will now be made in detail to embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying
drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the like elements throughout. Embodiments are described below to
explain the present disclosure by referring to the figures.
[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of an encoding apparatus 101 and a decoding apparatus 102.
[0013] The encoding apparatus 101 may generate a basic signal of an input signal, and may transmit the generated
basic signal to the decoding apparatus 102. Here, the basic signal may be generated based on a low-frequency signal,
and may refer to a signal from which envelope information of the low-frequency signal is whitened and accordingly, the
basic signal may be an excitation signal. When the basic signal is received, the decoding apparatus 102 may decode
the input signal from the basic signal. In other words, the encoding apparatus 101 and the decoding apparatus 102 may
perform Super Wide Band Bandwidth Extension (SWB BWE). Specifically, the SWB BWE may be performed to generate
a signal in a high-frequency domain from 6.4 kilohertz (KHz) to 16 KHz corresponding to an SWB, based on a decoded
Wide Band (WB) signal in a low-frequency domain from 0 KHz to 6.4 KHz. Here, the 16 KHz may vary depending on
circumstances. Additionally, the decoded WB signal may be generated through a speech codec based on a Linear
Prediction Domain (LPD)-based Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP), or may be generated by a scheme of performing
quantization in a frequency domain. The scheme of performing quantization in a frequency domain may include, for
example, an Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) scheme performed based on Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT).
[0014] Hereinafter, operations of the encoding apparatus 101 and the decoding apparatus 102 will be further described.
[0015] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a configuration of the encoding apparatus 101 of FIG. 1.
[0016] Referring to FIG. 2, the encoding apparatus 101 may include, for example, a down-sampling unit 201, a core-
encoding unit 202, a frequency transforming unit 203, and an extension encoding unit 204.
[0017] The down-sampling unit 201 may down-sample a time domain input signal for WB coding. Since the time
domain input signal, namely an SWB signal, typically has a 32 KHz sampling rate, there is a need to convert the sampling
rate into a sampling rate suitable for WB coding. For example, the down-sampling unit 201 may down-sample the time
domain input signal from the 32 KHz sampling rate to a 12.8 KHz sampling rate.
[0018] The core-encoding unit 202 may core-encode the down-sampled time domain input signal. In other words, the
core-encoding unit 202 may perform WB coding. For example, the core-encoding unit 202 may perform a CELP type
WB coding.
[0019] The frequency transforming unit 203 may transform the time domain input signal to a frequency domain input
signal. For example, the frequency transforming unit 203 may use either a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or an MDCT,
to transform the time domain input signal to the frequency domain input signal. Hereinafter, it may be assumed that
MDCT is applied.
[0020] The extension encoding unit 204 may perform bandwidth extension encoding using a basic signal of the fre-
quency domain input signal. Specifically, the extension encoding unit 204 may perform SWB BWE encoding based on
the frequency domain input signal.
[0021] Additionally, the extension encoding unit 204 may perform bandwidth extension encoding using characteristics
of the frequency domain input signal and the basic signal of the frequency domain input signal. Here, the extension
encoding unit 204 may be configured as illustrated in FIG. 4 or 5, depending on a source of the characteristics of the
frequency domain input signal.
[0022] An operation of the extension encoding unit 204 will be further described with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5 below.
[0023] In FIG. 2, an upper path indicates the core-encoding, and a lower path indicates the bandwidth extension
encoding. In particular, energy information of the input signal may be transferred to the decoding apparatus 102 through
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the SWB BWE encoding.
[0024] FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of the core-encoding unit 202.
[0025] Referring to FIG. 3, the core-encoding unit 202 may include, for example, a signal classifier 301, and an encoder
302.
[0026] The signal classifier 301 may classify characteristics of the down-sampled input signal having the 12.8 KHz
sampling rate. Specifically, the signal classifier 301 may determine an encoding mode to be applied to the frequency
domain input signal, according to the characteristics of the frequency domain input signal. For example, in an International
Telecommunications Union-Telecommunications (ITU-T) G.718 codec, the signal classifier 301 may determine a speech
signal into one or more of a voiced speech encoding mode, a unvoiced speech encoding mode, a transient encoding
mode, and a generic encoding mode. In this example, the unvoiced speech encoding mode may be designed to encode
unvoiced speech frames and most of the inactive frames.
[0027] The encoder 302 may perform encoding optimized based on the characteristics of the frequency domain input
signal classified by the signal classifier 301.
[0028] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of an example of the extension encoding unit 204 of FIG. 2.
[0029] Referring to FIG. 4, the extension encoding unit 204 may include, for example, a basic signal generator 401,
a factor estimator 402, an energy extractor 403, an energy controller 404, and an energy quantizer 405. In an example,
the extension encoding unit 204 may estimate an energy control factor, without receiving an input of an encoding mode.
In another example, the extension encoding unit 204 may estimate an energy control factor based on an encoding mode
that is received from the core-encoding unit 202.
[0030] The basic signal generator 401 may generate a basic signal of an input signal using a frequency spectrum of
the frequency domain input signal. The basic signal may refer to a signal used to perform SWB BWE based on a WB
signal. In other words, the basic signal may refer to a signal used to form a fine structure of a low-frequency domain.
An operation of generating a basic signal will be further described with reference to FIG. 6.
[0031] In an example, the factor estimator 402 may estimate an energy control factor using the basic signal. Specifically,
the encoding apparatus 101 may transmit the energy information of the input signal to the decoding apparatus 102, in
order to generate a signal in an SWB domain in the decoding apparatus 102. Additionally, the factor estimator 402 may
estimate the energy control factor, to control the energy in a perceptual view. An operation of estimating the energy
control factor will be further described with reference to FIG. 7.
[0032] In another example, the factor estimator 402 may estimate the energy control factor using the basic signal and
the characteristics of the frequency domain input signal. In this example, the characteristics of the frequency domain
input signal may be received from the core-encoding unit 202.
[0033] The energy extractor 403 may extract energy from the frequency domain input signal. The extracted energy
may be transmitted to the decoding apparatus 102. Here, the energy may be extracted for each frequency band.
[0034] The energy controller 404 may control the extracted energy using the energy control factor. Specifically, the
energy controller 404 may apply the energy control factor to the energy extracted for each frequency band, and may
control the energy.
[0035] The energy quantizer 405 may quantize the controlled energy. The energy may be converted into a decibel
(dB) scale, and may be quantized. Specifically, the energy quantizer 405 may acquire a global energy, namely a total
energy, and may perform Scalar Quantization (SQ) on the global energy, and on a difference between the global energy
and the energy for each frequency band. Additionally, a first band may directly quantize energy, and a following band
may quantize a difference between a current band and a previous band. Furthermore, the energy quantizer 405 may
directly quantize the energy for each frequency band, without using a difference value between frequency bands. When
the energy is quantized for each frequency band, either SQ or Vector Quantization (VQ) may be used. The energy
quantizer 405 will be further described with reference to FIGS. 8 and 9 below.
[0036] FIG. 5 illustrates a block diagram of another example of the extension encoding unit 204.
[0037] The extension encoding unit 204 of FIG. 5 may further include a signal classifier 501 and accordingly, may be
different from the extension encoding unit 204 of FIG. 4. For example, the factor estimator 402 may estimate the energy
control factor using the basic signal and the characteristics of the frequency domain input signal. In this example, the
characteristics of the frequency domain input signal may be received from the signal classifier 501, instead of the core-
encoding unit 202.
[0038] The signal classifier 501 may classify the input signal having the 32 KHz sampling rate based on the charac-
teristics of the frequency domain input signal, using an MDCT spectrum. Specifically, the signal classifier 501 may
determine an encoding mode to be applied to the frequency domain input signal, according to the characteristics of the
frequency domain input signal.
[0039] When the characteristics of the input signal are classified, an energy control factor may be extracted from a
signal and the energy may be controlled. In an embodiment, an energy control factor may only be extracted from a signal
suitable for estimation of an energy control factor. For example, a signal that does not include a tonal component, such
as a noise signal or unvoiced speech signal, may not be suitable for the estimation of the energy control factor. Here,
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when the input signal is classified as the unvoiced speech encoding mode, the extension encoding unit 204 may perform
bandwidth extension encoding, rather than estimating the energy control factor.
[0040] A basic signal generator 401, a factor estimator 402, an energy extractor 403, an energy controller 404, and
an energy quantizer 405 shown in FIG. 5 may perform the same functions as the basic signal generator 401, the factor
estimator 402, the energy extractor 403, the energy controller 404, and the energy quantizer 405 shown in FIG. 4, and
accordingly further descriptions thereof will be omitted.
[0041] FIG. 6 illustrates a block diagram of the basic signal generator 401.
[0042] Referring to FIG. 6, the basic signal generator 401 may include, for example, an artificial signal generator 601,
an envelope estimator 602, and an envelope applier 603.
[0043] The artificial signal generator 601 may generate an artificial signal corresponding to a high-frequency section
by copying and folding a low-frequency section of the frequency domain input signal. Specifically, the artificial signal
generator 601 may copy a low-frequency spectrum of the frequency domain input signal, and may generate an artificial
signal in an SWB domain. An operation of generating an artificial signal will be further described with reference to FIG. 10.
[0044] The envelope estimator 602 may estimate an envelope of the basic signal using a window. The envelope of
the basic signal may be used to remove envelope information of a low-frequency domain included in a frequency spectrum
of the artificial signal in the SWB domain. An envelope of a predetermined frequency index may be determined using a
frequency spectrum before and after the predetermined frequency. Additionally, an envelope may be estimated through
a moving average. For example, when an MDCT is used to transform a frequency, the envelope of the basic signal may
be estimated using an absolute value of an MDCT-transformed frequency spectrum.
[0045] Here, the envelope estimator 602 may form whitening bands, and may estimate an average of frequency
magnitudes for each of the whitening bands as an envelope of a frequency contained in each of the whitening bands.
A number of frequency spectrums contained in the whitening bands may be set to be less than a number of bands for
extracting an energy.
[0046] When the average of frequency magnitudes for each of the whitening bands is estimated as the envelope of
the frequency contained in each of the whitening bands, the envelope estimator 602 may transmit information including
the number of frequency spectrums in the whitening bands, and may adjust a smoothness of the basic signal. Specifically,
the envelope estimator 602 may transmit the information including the number of frequency spectrums in the whitening
bands, based on whether a whitening band includes eight spectrums or three spectrums. For example, when a whitening
band includes three spectrums, a further flattened basic signal may be generated, compared to a whitening band including
eight spectrums.
[0047] Additionally, the envelope estimator 602 may estimate an envelope based on the encoding mode used during
encoding by the core-encoding unit 202, rather than transmitting the information including the number of frequency
spectrums in the whitening bands. The core-encoding unit 202 may classify the input signal into the voiced speech
encoding mode, the unvoiced speech encoding mode, the transient encoding mode, and the generic encoding mode,
based on the characteristics of the input signal, and may encode the input signal.
[0048] Here, the envelope estimator 602 may control the number of frequency spectrums contained in the whitening
bands, based on the encoding modes according to the characteristics of the input signal. In an example, when the input
signal is encoded based on the voiced speech encoding mode, the envelope estimator 602 may form a whitening band
with three frequency spectrums, and may estimate an envelope. In another example, when the input signal is encoded
based on encoding modes other than the voiced speech encoding mode, the envelope estimator 602 may form a
whitening band with three frequency spectrums, and may estimate an envelope.
[0049] The envelope applier 603 may apply the estimated envelope to the artificial signal. An operation of applying
the estimated envelope to the artificial signal is referred to as "whitening", and the artificial signal may be smoothed by
the envelope. The envelope applier 603 may divide the artificial signal into envelopes of each frequency index, and may
generate a basic signal.
[0050] FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of the factor estimator 402.
[0051] Referring to FIG. 7, the factor estimator 402 may include, for example, a first tonality calculating unit 701, a
second tonality calculating unit 702, and a factor calculating unit 703.
[0052] The first tonality calculating unit 701 may calculate a tonality of a high-frequency section of the frequency
domain input signal. In other words, the first tonality calculating unit 701 may calculate a tonality of an SWB domain,
namely, the high-frequency section of the input signal.
[0053] The second tonality calculating unit 702 may calculate a tonality of the basic signal.
[0054] A tonality may be calculated by measuring a spectral flatness. Specifically, a tonality may be calculated using
Equation 1 as below. The spectral flatness may be measured based on a relationship between a geometric average
and an arithmetic average of the frequency spectrum.
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T : tonality, S(k) spectrum,
N:length of spectral coefficients, r : constant

[0055] The factor calculating unit 703 may calculate the energy control factor using the tonality of the high-frequency
domain and the tonality of the basic signal. Here, the energy control factor may be calculated using the following Equation
2:

,To : tonality of original spectrum, Tb : tonality of base spectrum
,No : noisiness factor of original spectrum, Nb : noisiness factor of base spectrum

[0056] In Equation 2, a denotes an energy control factor, To denotes a tonality of an input signal, and Tb denotes a
tonality of a basic signal. Additionally, Nb denotes a noisiness factor indicating how many noise components are contained
in a signal.
[0057] The energy control factor may also be calculated using the following Equation 3:

[0058] The factor calculating unit 703 may calculate the energy control factor for each frequency band. The calculated
energy control factor may be applied to the energy of the input signal. Specifically, when the energy control factor is less
than a predetermined energy control factor, the energy control factor may be applied to the energy of the input signal.
[0059] FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of an operation of the energy quantizer 405.
[0060] In operation 801, the energy quantizer 405 may pre-process an energy vector using the energy control factor,
and may select a sub-vector of the pre-processed energy vector. For example, the energy quantizer 405 may subtract
an average value from an energy value of each of selected energy vectors, or may calculate a weight for importance of
each energy vector. Here, the weight for the importance may be calculated so that a quality of a complex sound may
be maximized.
[0061] Additionally, the energy quantizer 405 may appropriately select a sub-vector of the energy vector, based on
an encoding efficiency. To improve an interpolation effect, the energy quantizer 405 may select the sub-vector at regular
intervals.
[0062] For example, the energy quantizer 405 may select a sub-vector based on the following Equation 4:
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[0063] In Equation 4, when k has a value of "2", only an even number may be selected as N.
[0064] In operation 802, the energy quantizer 405 may quantize and inverse-quantize the selected sub-vector. The
energy quantizer 405 may select a quantization index for minimizing a Mean Square Error (MSE), and may quantize
the selected sub-vector. Here, the MSE may be calculated using the following Equation 5:

[0065] The energy quantizer 405 may quantize the sub-vector, based on one of SQ, VQ, Trellis Coded Quantization
(TCQ), and Lattice Vector Quantization (LVQ). Here, the VQ may be performed based on either multi-stage VQ or split
VQ, or may be performed using both the multi-stage VQ and split VQ. The quantization index may be transmitted to the
decoding apparatus 102.
[0066] When the weight for the importance is calculated in operation 801, the energy quantizer 405 may obtain an
optimized quantization index using a Weighted Mean Square Error (WMSE). Here, the WMSE may be calculated using
the following Equation 6:

[0067] In operation 803, the energy quantizer 405 may interpolate non-selected sub-vectors using the inverse-quan-
tized sub-vector.
[0068] In operation 804, the energy quantizer 405 may calculate an interpolation error, namely, a difference between
the interpolated non-selected sub-vectors and sub-vectors matched to the original energy vector.
[0069] In operation 805, the energy quantizer 405 may quantize the interpolation error. Here, the energy quantizer
405 may quantize the interpolation error using the quantization index for minimizing the MSE. The energy quantizer 405
may quantize the interpolation error based on one of the SQ, the VQ, the TCQ, and the LVQ. The VQ may be performed
based on either multi-stage VQ or split VQ, or may be performed using both the multi-stage VQ and split VQ. When the
weight for the importance is calculated in operation 801, the energy quantizer 405 may obtain an optimized quantization
index using the WMSE.
[0070] In operation 806, the energy quantizer 405 may interpolate sub-vectors that are selected and quantized, may
calculate the non-selected sub-vectors, and may add the interpolation error quantized in operation 805, to calculate a
final quantized energy. Additionally, the energy quantizer 405 may perform post-processing to add the average value
to the energy value, so that the final quantized energy may be obtained.
[0071] The energy quantizer 405 may perform multi-stage VQ using K candidates for the sub-vector, in order to improve
a quantization performance using the same code book. For example, when at least two candidates for the sub-vector
exist, the energy quantizer 405 may perform a distortion measure, and may determine an optimal candidate for the sub-
vector. Here, the distortion measure may be determined based on two schemes.
[0072] In a first scheme, the energy quantizer 405 may generate an index set for minimizing an MSE or WMSE in
each stage for each candidate, and may select candidates for a sub-vector having a smallest sum of an MSE or WMSE
in all stages. Here, the first scheme may have an advantage of a simple calculation.
[0073] In a second scheme, the energy quantizer 405 may generate an index set for minimizing an MSE or WMSE in
each stage for each candidate, may restore the energy vector through an inverse-quantization operation, and may select
candidates for a sub-vector for minimizing an MSE or WMSE between the restored energy vector and an original energy
vector. Here, the MSE may be obtained using an actual quantized value, even when a calculation amount for restoration
is added. Thus, the second scheme may have an advantage of an excellent performance.
[0074] FIG. 9 illustrates an operation of quantizing an energy according to example embodiments.
[0075] Referring to FIG. 9, an energy vector may represent 14 dimensions. In a first stage of FIG. 9, the energy
quantizer 405 may select only even numbers from the energy vector, and may select a sub-vector corresponding to 7
dimensions. In a second stage, the energy quantizer 405 may perform VQ that is split into two quantization stages.
[0076] In the second stage, the energy quantizer 405 may perform quantization using an error signal of the first stage.
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The energy quantizer 405 may obtain an interpolation error through an operation of inverse-quantizing the selected sub-
vector. In a third stage, the energy quantizer 405 may quantize the interpolation error through two split VQ.
[0077] FIG. 10 illustrates a diagram of an operation of generating an artificial signal according to embodiments.
[0078] Referring to FIG. 10, the artificial signal generator 601 may copy a frequency spectrum 1001 corresponding to
a low-frequency domain from fL KHz to 6.4 KHz in a total frequency band. The copied frequency spectrum 1001 may
be shifted to a frequency domain from 6.4 KHz to 12.8-fL KHz. Additionally, a frequency spectrum corresponding to a
frequency domain from 12.8-fL KHz to 16 KHz may be generated by folding a frequency spectrum corresponding to the
frequency domain from 6.4 KHz to 12.8-fL KHz. In other words, an artificial signal corresponding to an SWB domain,
namely a high-frequency domain, may be generated in a frequency domain from 6.4 KHz to 16 KHz.
[0079] Here, when an MDCT is used to generate a frequency spectrum, a relationship between fL KHz and 6.4 KHz
may exist. Specifically, when a frequency index of the MDCT corresponding to 6.4 KHz is an even number, a frequency
index for fL KHz may need to be an even number. Conversely, when the frequency index of the MDCT corresponding
to 6.4 KHz is an odd number, the frequency index for fL KHz may need to be an odd number.
[0080] For example, when an MDCT is applied to extract 640 spectrums for the original input signal, a 256-th frequency
index may correspond to 6.4 KHz, and the frequency index of the MDCT corresponding to 6.4 KHz may be an even
number (6400/16000*640). In this example, fL needs to be selected as an even number. In other words, 2 (50 Hz), 4
(100 Hz) and the like may be used as fL, The operation of FIG. 10 may be equally applied to a decoding operation.
[0081] FIGS. 11A and 11B illustrate diagrams of examples of a window for estimating an envelope according to
embodiments.
[0082] Referring to FIGS. 11A and 11B, a peak of a window 1101 and a peak of a window 1102 may each indicate a
frequency index where a current envelope is to be estimated. The envelope of the basic signal may be estimated using
the following Equation 7:

Env(n) : Envelope, w(k) : window, S(k): Spectrum, n: frequency index,
2d + 1window length

[0083] The windows 1101 and 1102 may be used to be fixed at all times, and there is no need to additionally transmit
a bit. When the windows 1101 and 1102 are selectively used, information indicating which window is used to estimate
an envelope may be represented by bits, and may be additionally transferred to the decoding apparatus 102. The bits
may be transmitted for each frequency band, or may be transmitted to a single frame all at once.
[0084] Comparing the windows 1101 and 1102, the window 1102 may be used to estimate an envelope by further
applying a weight to a frequency spectrum corresponding to a current frequency index, compared with the window 1101.
Accordingly, a basic signal generated by the window 1102 may be smoother than a basic signal generated by the window
1101. A type of window may be selected by comparing a frequency spectrum of an input signal with a frequency spectrum
of a basic signal generated by the window 1101 or window 1102. Additionally, a window enabling similar tonality through
comparison of a tonality of a high-frequency section may be selected. Moreover, a window having a high correlation
may be selected by comparing a correlation of high-frequency sections.
[0085] FIG. 12 illustrates a block diagram of the decoding apparatus 102 of FIG. 1.
[0086] The decoding apparatus 102 of FIG. 12 may perform an operation inverse to the encoding apparatus 101 of
FIG. 2.
[0087] Referring to FIG. 12, the decoding apparatus 102 may include, for example, a core-decoding unit 1201, an up-
sampling unit 1202, a frequency transforming unit 1203, an extension decoding unit 1204, and an inverse frequency
transforming unit 1205.
[0088] The core-decoding unit 1201 may core-decode a time domain input signal that is included in a bitstream and
that is core-encoded. A signal with a 12.8 KHz sampling rate may be extracted through the core-decoding.
[0089] The up-sampling unit 1202 may up-sample the core-decoded time domain input signal. A signal with a 32 KHz
sampling rate may be extracted through the up-sampling.
[0090] The frequency transforming unit 1203 may transform the up-sampled time domain input signal to a frequency
domain input signal. The up-sampled time domain input signal may be transformed using the same scheme as the
frequency transformation scheme used by the encoding apparatus 101, for example, an MDCT scheme may be used.
[0091] The extension decoding unit 1204 may perform bandwidth extension decoding using an energy of the time
domain input signal and using the frequency domain input signal. An operation of the extension decoding unit 1204 will
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be further described with reference to FIG. 13.
[0092] The inverse frequency transforming unit 1205 may perform inverse frequency transformation with respect to a
result of the bandwidth extension decoding. Here, the inverse frequency transformation may be performed in a manner
inverse to the frequency transformation scheme used by the frequency transforming unit 1203. For example, the inverse
frequency transforming unit 1205 may perform an Inverse Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (IMDCT).
[0093] FIG. 13 illustrates a block diagram of the extension decoding unit 1204 of FIG. 12.
[0094] Referring to FIG. 13, the extension decoding unit 1204 may include, for example, an inverse-quantizer 1301,
a gain calculating unit 1302, a gain applier 1303, an artificial signal generator 1304, an envelope estimator 1305, and
an envelope applier 1306.
[0095] The inverse-quantizer 1301 may inverse-quantize the energy of the time domain input signal. An operation of
inverse-quantizing the energy will be further described with reference to FIG. 14.
[0096] The gain calculating unit 1302 may calculate a gain to be applied to the basic signal, using the inverse-quantized
energy and an energy of the basic signal. Specifically, the gain may be determined based on a ratio of the inverse-
quantized energy and the energy of the basic signal. Since an energy is typically determined based on a sum of squares
of an amplitude of each frequency spectrum, a root value of an energy ratio may be used.
[0097] The gain applier 1303 may apply the calculated gain for each frequency band. Accordingly, a frequency spectrum
of an SWB may be finally determined.
[0098] In an example, the calculating and applying of the gain may be performed by matching a band to a band used
to transmit energy, as described above. In another example, to prevent a rapid change in energy, the gain may be
calculated and applied by dividing an overall frequency band into sub-bands. In this example, an inverse-quantized
energy of a neighboring band may be interpolated, and an energy in a band boundary may be smoothed. For example,
each band may be divided into three sub-bands, and an inverse-quantized energy of a current band may be allocated
to an intermediate sub-band among the three sub-bands. Subsequently, gains of a first sub-band and a third sub-band
may be calculated using a newly smoothed energy, based on an energy allocated to an intermediate band between a
previous band and a next band, and based on interpolation. In other words, the gain may be calculated for each band.
[0099] Such an energy smoothing scheme may be applied to be fixed at all times. Additionally, the extension encoding
unit 204 may transmit information indicating that the energy smoothing scheme is required, and may apply the energy
smoothing scheme to only frames requiring the energy smoothing scheme. Here, when smoothing is performed and
when less quantization error of a total energy occurs, information indicating a frame requiring the energy smoothing
scheme may be selected, compared to when the smoothing is not performed.
[0100] A basic signal may be generated using the frequency domain input signal. An operation of generating a basic
signal may be performed using components as described below.
[0101] The artificial signal generator 1304 may generate an artificial signal corresponding to a high-frequency section
by copying and folding a low-frequency section of the frequency domain input signal. Here, the frequency domain input
signal may be a WB-decoded signal with a 32 KHz sampling rate.
[0102] The envelope estimator 1305 may estimate an envelope of the basic signal using a window contained in the
bitstream. The window may be used to estimate the envelope by the encoding apparatus 101. A type of window may
be bit type, and the window may be contained in a bitstream and may be transmitted to the decoding apparatus 102.
[0103] The envelope applier 1306 may apply the estimated envelope to the artificial signal, and may generate a basic
signal.
[0104] For example, when the average of frequency magnitudes for each of the whitening bands is estimated as the
envelope of the frequency contained in each of the whitening bands, the envelope estimator 602 of the encoding apparatus
101 may transmit, to the decoding apparatus 102, the information including the number of frequency spectrums in the
whitening bands. When the information is received, the envelope estimator 1305 of the decoding apparatus 102 may
estimate an envelope based on the received information, and the envelope applier 1306 may apply the estimated
envelope. Additionally, the envelope estimator 1305 may estimate an envelope based on a core-decoding mode used
by the core-decoding unit 1201, rather than transmitting the information including the number of frequency spectrums
in the whitening bands.
[0105] The core-decoding unit 1201 may determine a decoding mode among a voiced speech decoding mode, an
unvoiced speech decoding mode, a transient decoding mode, and a generic decoding mode, based on characteristics
of a frequency domain input signal, and may perform decoding in the determined decoding mode. Here, the envelope
estimator 1305 may control the number of frequency spectrums in the whitening bands, using the decoding mode based
on the characteristics of the frequency domain input signal. In an example, when the frequency domain input signal is
decoded in the voiced speech decoding mode, the envelope estimator 1305 may form a whitening band with three
frequency spectrums, and may estimate an envelope. In another example, when the frequency domain input signal is
decoded in decoding modes other than the voiced speech decoding mode, the envelope estimator 1305 may form a
whitening band with three frequency spectrums, and may estimate an envelope.
[0106] FIG. 14 illustrates a flowchart of an operation of the inverse-quantizer 1301.
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[0107] In operation 1401, the inverse-quantizer 1301 may inverse-quantize the selected sub-vector of the energy
vector, using an index 1 received from the encoding apparatus 101.
[0108] In operation 1402, the inverse-quantizer 1301 may inverse-quantize an interpolation error corresponding to
non-selected sub-vectors, using an index 2 received from the encoding apparatus 101.
[0109] In operation 1403, the inverse-quantizer 1301 may interpolate the inverse-quantized sub-vector, and may
calculate the non-selected sub-vectors. Additionally, the inverse-quantizer 1301 may add the inverse-quantized inter-
polation error to the non-selected sub-vectors. Furthermore, the inverse-quantizer 1301 may perform post-processing
to add an average value that is subtracted in a pre-processing operation, and may calculate a final inverse-quantized
energy.
[0110] FIG. 15 illustrates a flowchart of an encoding method according to embodiments.
[0111] In operation 1501, the encoding apparatus 101 may down-sample a time domain input signal.
[0112] In operation 1502, the encoding apparatus 101 may core-encode the down-sampled time domain input signal.
[0113] In operation 1503, the encoding apparatus 101 may transform the time domain input signal to a frequency
domain input signal.
[0114] In operation 1504, the encoding apparatus 101 may perform bandwidth extension encoding on the frequency
domain input signal. For example, the encoding apparatus 101 may perform the bandwidth extension encoding based
on encoding information determined in operation 1502. Here, the encoding information may include an encoding mode
classified based on characteristics of the frequency domain input signal.
[0115] For example, the encoding apparatus 101 may perform the bandwidth extension encoding by the following
operations.
[0116] The encoding apparatus 101 may generate a basic signal of the frequency domain input signal, using a frequency
spectrum of the frequency domain input signal. Also, the encoding apparatus 101 may generate a basic signal of the
frequency domain input signal, using characteristics of the frequency domain input signal and a frequency spectrum of
the frequency domain input signal. Here, the characteristics of the frequency domain input signal may be derived through
core-encoding, or a separate signal classification. Additionally, the encoding apparatus 101 may estimate an energy
control factor using the basic signal. Subsequently, the encoding apparatus 101 may extract an energy from the frequency
domain input signal. The encoding apparatus 101 may control the extracted energy using the energy control factor. The
encoding apparatus 101 may quantize the controlled energy.
[0117] Here, the basic signal may be generated through the following schemes:
[0118] The encoding apparatus 101 may generate an artificial signal corresponding to a high-frequency section by
copying and folding a low-frequency section of the frequency domain input signal. Additionally, the encoding apparatus
101 may estimate an envelope of the basic signal using a window. Here, the encoding apparatus 101 may select a
window based on a comparison result of either a tonality or a correlation, and may estimate the envelope of the basic
signal. For example, the encoding apparatus 101 may estimate an average of frequency magnitudes in each of whitening
bands, as an envelope of a frequency contained in each of the whitening bands. Specifically, the encoding apparatus
101 may control a number of frequency spectrums in each of the whitening bands, based on a core-encoding mode,
and may estimate the envelope of the basic signal.
[0119] Subsequently, the encoding apparatus 101 may apply the estimated envelope to the artificial signal, so that
the basic signal may be generated.
[0120] The energy control factor may be estimated using the following scheme:
[0121] The encoding apparatus 101 may calculate a tonality of a high-frequency section of the frequency domain input
signal. Additionally, the encoding apparatus 101 may calculate a tonality of the basic signal. Subsequently, the encoding
apparatus 101 may calculate the energy control factor using the tonality of the high-frequency section and the tonality
of the basic signal.
[0122] Additionally, the energy may be quantized through the following scheme:
[0123] The encoding apparatus 101 may select a sub-vector of an energy vector, may quantize the selected sub-
vector, and may quantize non-selected sub-vectors using an interpolation error. Here, the encoding apparatus 101 may
select a sub-vector at regular intervals.
[0124] For example, the encoding apparatus 100 may select candidates for the sub-vector, and may perform multi-
stage VQ including at least two stages. In this example, the encoding apparatus 100 may generate an index set for
minimizing an MSE or WMSE in each stage for each of the candidates for the sub-vector, and may select candidates
for a sub-vector having a smallest sum of an MSE or WMSE in all stages. Alternatively, the encoding apparatus 100
may generate an index set for minimizing an MSE or a WMSE in each stage for each of the candidates for the sub-
vector, may restore the energy vector through an inverse-quantization operation, and may select candidates for a sub-
vector for minimizing an MSE or WMSE between the restored energy vector and an original energy vector.
[0125] FIG. 16 illustrates a flowchart of a decoding method according to an example
[0126] In operation 1601, the decoding apparatus 102 may core-decode a time domain input signal that is included
in a bitstream and that is core-encoded.
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[0127] In operation 1602, the decoding apparatus 102 may up-sample the core-decoded time domain input signal.
[0128] In operation 1603, the decoding apparatus 102 may transform the up-sampled time domain input signal to a
frequency domain input signal.
[0129] In operation 1604, the decoding apparatus 102 may perform bandwidth extension decoding using an energy
of the time domain input signal and using the frequency domain input signal.
[0130] Specifically, the bandwidth extension decoding may be performed as below.
[0131] The decoding apparatus 102 may inverse-quantize the energy of the time domain input signal. Here, the
decoding apparatus 102 may select a sub-vector of an energy vector, may inverse-quantize the selected sub-vector,
may interpolate the inverse-quantized sub-vector, and may add an interpolation error to the interpolated sub-vector, to
finally inverse-quantize the energy.
[0132] Additionally, the decoding apparatus 102 may generate a basic signal using the frequency domain input signal.
Subsequently, the decoding apparatus 102 may calculate a gain to be applied to the basic signal, using the inverse-
quantized energy and an energy of the basic signal. Finally, the decoding apparatus 102 may apply the calculated gain
for each frequency band.
[0133] Specifically, the basic signal may be generated as below.
[0134] The decoding apparatus 102 may generate an artificial signal corresponding to a high-frequency section by
copying and folding a low-frequency section of the frequency domain input signal. Additionally, the decoding apparatus
102 may estimate an envelope of the basic signal using a window contained in the bitstream. Here, when window
information is set to be equally used, the window may not be contained in the bitstream. Subsequently, the decoding
apparatus 102 may apply the estimated envelope to the artificial signal.
[0135] Other descriptions of FIGS. 15 and 16 have been already given above with reference to FIGS. 1 through 14.
[0136] FIG. 17 illustrates a block diagram of another encoding apparatus 100 according to embodiments.
[0137] Referring to FIG. 17, the encoding apparatus 100 may include, for example, an encoding mode selecting unit
1701, and an extension encoding unit 1702.
[0138] The encoding mode selecting unit 1701 may select an encoding mode of bandwidth extension encoding using
a frequency domain input signal and a time domain input signal.
[0139] Specifically, the encoding mode selecting unit 1701 may classify a frequency domain input signal using the
frequency domain input signal and the time domain input signal, may determine the encoding mode of the bandwidth
extension encoding mode, and may determine a number of frequency bands based on the determined encoding mode.
Here, to improve a performance of the extension encoding unit 1702, the encoding mode may be set as a set of an
encoding mode determined during core-encoding, and another encoding mode.
[0140] The encoding mode may be classified, for example, into a normal mode, a harmonic mode, a transient mode,
and a noise mode. First, the encoding mode selecting unit 1701 may determine whether a current frame is a transient
frame, based on a ratio of a long-term energy of the time domain input signal to a high-band energy of the current frame.
A transient signal interval may refer to an interval where energy is rapidly changed in a time domain, that is, an interval
where the high-band energy is rapidly changed.
[0141] The normal mode, the harmonic mode, and the noise mode may be determined as follows: First, the encoding
mode selecting unit 1701 may acquire a global energy of a frequency domain of a previous frame and a current frame,
may divide a ratio of the global energies and the frequency domain input signal by a frequency band defined in advance,
and may determine the normal mode, the harmonic mode, and the noise mode using an average energy and a peak
energy of each frequency band. The harmonic mode may provide a signal having a largest difference between an
average energy and a peak energy in a frequency domain signal. The noise mode may provide a signal having a small
change in energy. The normal mode may provide signals other than the signal of the harmonic mode and the signal of
the noise mode.
[0142] Additionally, a number of frequency bands in the normal mode and the harmonic mode may be determined to
be "16", and a number of frequency bands in the transient mode may be determined to be "5". Furthermore, a number
of frequency bands in the noise mode may be determined to be " 12".
[0143] The extension encoding unit 1702 may perform the bandwidth extension encoding using the frequency domain
input signal and the encoding mode. Referring to FIG. 17, the extension encoding unit 1702 may include, for example,
a basic signal generator 1703, a factor estimator 1704, an energy extractor 1705, an energy controller 1706, and an
energy quantizer 1707. The basic signal generator 1703 and the factor estimator 1704 may perform the same functions
as the basic signal generator 401 and the factor estimator 402 of FIG. 4 and accordingly, further descriptions thereof
will be omitted.
[0144] The energy extractor 1705 may extract an energy corresponding to each frequency band, based on the number
of frequency bands determined depending on the encoding mode. The energy controller 1706 may control the extracted
energy based on the encoding mode.
[0145] The basic signal generator 1703, the factor estimator 1704, and the energy controller 1706 may be used or not
be used, based on the encoding mode. For example, in the normal mode and the harmonic mode, the basic signal
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generator 1703, the factor estimator 1704, and the energy controller 1706 may be used, however, in the transient mode
and the noise mode, the basic signal generator 1703, the factor estimator 1704, and the energy controller 1706 may not
be used. Further descriptions of the basic signal generator 1703, the factor estimator 1704, and the energy controller
1706 have been given above with reference to FIG. 4.
[0146] The energy quantizer 1707 may quantize the energy controlled based on the encoding mode. In other words,
a band energy passing through an energy control operation may be quantized by the energy quantizer 1707.
[0147] FIG. 18 illustrates a diagram of an operation performed by the energy quantizer 1707.
[0148] The energy quantizer 1707 may quantize an energy extracted from the frequency domain input signal, based
on the encoding mode. Here, the energy quantizer 1707 may quantize a band energy using a scheme optimized for
each input signal, based on perceptual characteristics of each input signal and the number of frequency bands, depending
on the encoding mode.
[0149] In an example, when the transient mode is used as the encoding mode, the energy quantizer 1707 may quantize
five band energies using a frequency weighting method based on the perceptual characteristics. In another example,
when the normal mode or the harmonic mode is used as the encoding mode, the energy quantizer 1707 may quantize
16 band energies using an unequal bit allocation method based on the perceptual characteristics. When the perceptual
characteristics are unclear, the energy quantizer 1707 may perform typical quantization, regardless of the perceptual
characteristics.
[0150] FIG. 19 illustrates a diagram of an operation of quantizing an energy using the unequal bit allocation method
according to embodiments.
[0151] The unequal bit allocation method may be performed based on perceptual characteristics of an input signal
targeted for extension encoding, and be used to more accurately quantize a band energy corresponding to a lower
frequency band having a high perceptual importance. Accordingly, the energy quantizer 1707 may allocate, to the band
energy corresponding to the lower frequency band, a number of bits that are equal to or greater than a number of band
energies, and may determine the perceptual importance of the band energy.
[0152] For example, the energy quantizer 1707 may allocate a greater number of bits to lower frequency bands 0 to
5, so that a same number of bits may be allocated to the lower frequency bands 0 to 5. Additionally, as a frequency
band increases, a number of bits allocated by the energy quantizer 1707 to the frequency band decreases. Accordingly,
a bit allocation may enable frequency bands 0 to 13 to be quantized as shown in FIG. 19, and may enable frequency
bands 14 and 15 to be quantized as shown in FIG. 20.
[0153] FIG. 20 illustrates a diagram of an operation of performing VQ using intra frame prediction according to em-
bodiments.
[0154] The energy quantizer 1707 may predict a representative value of a quantization target vector having at least
two elements, and may perform VQ on an error signal between the predicted representative value and at least two
elements of the quantization target vector.
[0155] Such an intra frame prediction may be shown in FIG. 20, and a scheme of predicting a representative value of
a quantization target vector and deriving an error signal may be represented by the following Equation 8:

[0156] In Equation 8, Env(n) denotes a non-quantized band energy, and QEnv(n) denotes a quantized band energy.
Additionally, p denotes the predicted representative value of the quantization target vector, and e(n) denotes an error
energy. Here, VQ may be performed on e(14) and e(15).
[0157] FIG. 21 illustrates a diagram of an operation of quantizing an energy using the frequency weighting method
according to embodiments.
[0158] The frequency weighting method may be used to more accurately quantize a band energy corresponding to a
lower frequency band having a high perceptual importance, based on perceptual characteristics of an input signal
targeted for extension encoding, in the same manner as the unequal bit allocation method. Accordingly, the energy
quantizer 1707 may allocate, to the band energy corresponding to the lower frequency band, a number of bits that are
equal to or greater than a number of band energies, and may determine the perceptual importance.
[0159] For example, the energy quantizer 1707 may assign a weight of "1.0" to a band energy corresponding to
frequency bands 0 to 3, namely lower frequency bands, and may assign a weight of "0.7" to a band energy corresponding
to a frequency band 15, namely a higher frequency band. To use the assigned weights, the energy quantizer 1707 may
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obtain an optimal index using a WMSE value.
[0160] FIG. 22 illustrates a diagram of an operation of performing multi-stage split VQ, and VQ using intra frame
prediction according to embodiments.
[0161] The energy quantizer 1707 may perform VQ on the normal mode with 16 band energies, as shown in FIG. 22.
Here, the energy quantizer 1707 may perform the VQ using the unequal bit allocation method, the intra frame prediction,
and the multi-stage split VQ with energy interpolation.
[0162] FIG. 23 illustrates a diagram of an operation performed by the inverse-quantizer 1301.
[0163] The operation of FIG. 23 may be performed in an inverse manner to the operation of FIG. 18. When an encoding
mode is used during extension encoding, as shown in FIG. 17, the inverse-quantizer 1301 of the extension decoding
unit 1204 may decode the encoding mode.
[0164] The inverse-quantizer 1301 may decode the encoding mode using an index that is received first. Subsequently,
the inverse-quantizer 1301 may perform inverse-quantization using a scheme set based on the decoded encoding mode.
Referring to FIG. 23, the inverse-quantizer 1301 may inverse-quantize blocks respectively corresponding to encoding
modes, in an inverse order of the quantization.
[0165] An energy vector quantized using the Multi-stage split VQ with energy interpolation may be inverse-quantized
in the same manner as shown in FIG. 14. In other words, the inverse-quantizer 1301 may perform inverse-quantization
using the intra frame prediction, through the following Equation 9:

[0166] In Equation 9, Env(n) denotes a non-quantized band energy, and QEnv(n) denotes a quantized band energy.
Additionally, p denotes the predicted representative value of the quantization target vector, and ê(n) denotes a quantized
error energy.
[0167] FIG. 24 illustrates a block diagram of still another example of the encoding apparatus 101.
[0168] The encoding apparatus 101 of FIG. 24 may include, for example, a down-sampling unit 2401, a core-encoding
unit 2402, a frequency transforming unit 2403, and an extension encoding unit 2404.
[0169] The down-sampling unit 2401, the core-encoding unit 2402, the frequency transforming unit 2403, and the
extension encoding unit 2404 in the encoding apparatus 101 of FIG. 24 may perform the same basic operations as the
down-sampling unit 201, the core-encoding unit 202, the frequency transforming unit 203, and the extension encoding
unit 204 in the encoding apparatus 101 of FIG. 2. However, the extension encoding unit 2404 need not transmit information
to the core-encoding unit 2402, and may directly receive a time domain input signal.
[0170] The methods according to the above-described example embodiments may be recorded in non-transitory
computer-readable media including program instructions to implement various operations embodied by a computer. The
media may also include, alone or in combination with the program instructions, data files, data structures, and 22/03/2012
the like. The program instructions recorded on the media may be those specially designed and constructed for the
purposes of the example embodiments, or they may be of the kind well-known and available to those having skill in the
computer software arts. Examples of non-transitory computer-readable media include magnetic media such as hard
disks, floppy disks, and magnetic tape; optical media such as CD ROM disks and DVDs; magneto-optical media such
as optical disks; and hardware devices that are specially configured to store and perform program instructions, such as
read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), flash memory, and the like.
[0171] Examples of program instructions include both machine code, such as produced by a compiler, and files
containing higher level code that may be executed by the computer using an interpreter. The described hardware devices
may be configured to act as one or more software modules in order to perform the operations of the above-described
example embodiments, or vice versa. Any one or more of the software modules described herein may be executed by
a dedicated processor unique to that unit or by a processor common to one or more of the modules. The described
methods may be executed on a general purpose computer or processor or may be executed on a particular machine
such as the encoding apparatuses and decoding apparatuses described herein.
[0172] Although embodiments have been shown and described, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art that
changes may be made in these embodiments without departing from the scope of the invention, which is defined in the
claims.
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Claims

1. An audio signal encoding apparatus, comprising:

a processor adapted to control one or more processor-executable units;
a core-encoding unit (202) adapted core-encode a down-sampled time domain input signal;
a frequency transforming unit (203) adapted to transform the time domain input signal to a frequency domain
input signal; and
an extension encoding unit (204) adapted to perform bandwidth extension encoding using a base excitation
signal obtained from the frequency domain input signal, wherein the extension encoding unit comprises:

a signal generator (401) adapted to generate the base excitation signal for a high band using the frequency
domain input signal;
a factor estimator (402) adapted to estimate an energy control factor using the base excitation signal and
the frequency domain input signal;
an energy extractor (403) adapted to extract an energy from the frequency domain input signal;
an energy controller (404) adapted to control the extracted energy using the energy control factor; and
an energy quantizer (405) adapted to quantize the controlled energy.

2. The encoding apparatus of claim 1, wherein the basic signal generator comprises:

an artificial signal generator adapted to generate an artificial signal corresponding to the high band by copying
and folding a low band of the frequency domain input signal;
an envelope estimator adapted to estimate an envelope of the artificial signal using a window; and
an envelope applier adapted to apply the estimated envelope to the artificial signal for generating the base
excitation signal.

3. The encoding apparatus of claim 1, wherein the factor estimator comprises:

a first tonality calculating unit adapted to calculate a tonality of the high band of the frequency domain input signal;
a second tonality calculating unit adapted to calculate a tonality of the base excitation signal; and
a factor calculating unit adapted to calculate the energy control factor using the tonality of the high band and
the tonality of the base excitation signal.

4. The encoding apparatus of claim 1, wherein the energy controller controls the extracted energy when the energy
control factor is less than a predetermined energy control factor.

5. The encoding apparatus of claim 1, wherein the energy quantizer selects a subvector of an energy vector, quantizes
the selected sub-vector, and quantizes nonselected sub-vectors using an interpolation error.

6. The encoding apparatus of claim 5, wherein the energy quantizer selects the sub-vector and quantizes the selected
sub-vector at regular intervals.

7. An audio signal encoding method, comprising:

core-encoding a down-sampled time domain input signal;
transforming the time domain input signal to a frequency domain input signal; and
performing bandwidth extension encoding, by way of a processor, using a base excitation signal obtained from
the frequency domain input signal, wherein the performing comprises:

generating the base excitation signal for a high band, using the frequency domain input signal;
estimating an energy control factor using the base excitation signal;
extracting an energy from the frequency domain input signal;
controlling the extracted energy using the energy control factor; and quantizing the controlled energy.

8. The encoding method of claim 7, wherein the generating comprises:

generating an artificial signal corresponding to the high band by copying and folding a low band of the frequency
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domain input signal;
estimating an envelope of the basic signal using a window; and
applying the estimated envelope to the artificial signal.

9. The encoding method of claim 7, wherein the estimating comprises:

calculating a tonality of the high band of the frequency domain input signal;
calculating a tonality of the base excitation signal; and
calculating the energy control factor using the tonality of the high band and the tonality of the base excitation
signal.

10. The encoding method of claim 7, wherein the controlling comprises controlling the extracted energy when the energy
control factor is less than a predetermined energy control factor.

11. The encoding method of claim 7, wherein the quantizing comprises selecting a sub-vector of an energy vector,
quantizing the selected sub-vector, and quantizing non-selected sub-vectors using an interpolation error.

12. The encoding method of claim 11, wherein the quantizing comprises selecting the sub-vector and quantizing the
selected sub-vector at regular intervals.

13. A non-transitory computer readable recording medium storing a program adapted to cause a computer to implement
the method of claim 7.

Patentansprüche

1. Audiosignal-Kodiervorrichtung, die Folgendes umfasst:

einen Prozessor, der dafür ausgelegt ist, eine oder mehrere prozessorausführbare Einheiten zu steuern;
eine Kernkodiereinheit (202), die dafür ausgelegt ist, ein herunterabgetastetes Zeitbereichs-Eingangssignal zu
kernkodieren;
eine Frequenztransformiereinheit (203), die dafür ausgelegt ist, das Zeitbereichs-Eingangssignal in ein Fre-
quenzbereichs-Eingangssignal zu transformieren; und
eine Erweiterungskodiereinheit (204), die dafür ausgelegt ist, unter Verwendung eines Basisanregungssignals,
das aus dem Frequenzbereichs-Eingangssignal erhalten wird, Bandbreitenerweiterungskodierung durchzufüh-
ren, wobei die Erweiterungskodiereinheit Folgendes umfasst:

einen Signalgenerator (401), der dafür ausgelegt ist, das Basisanregungssignal für ein Hochband unter
Verwendung des Frequenzbereichs-Eingangssignals zu erzeugen;
einen Faktorenschätzer (402), der dafür ausgelegt ist, einen Energiesteuerfaktor unter Verwendung des
Basisanregungssignals und des Frequenzbereichs-Eingangssignals zu schätzen;
einen Energieextraktor (403), der dafür ausgelegt ist, eine Energie aus dem Frequenzbereichs-Eingangs-
signal zu extrahieren;
eine Energiesteuerung (404), die dafür ausgelegt ist, die extrahierte Energie unter Verwendung des Ener-
giesteuerfaktors zu steuern; und
einen Energiequantisierer (405), der dafür ausgelegt ist, die gesteuerte Energie zu quantisieren.

2. Kodiervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Basissignalgenerator Folgendes umfasst:

einen Künstliches-Signal-Generator, der dafür ausgelegt ist, ein künstliches Signal zu erzeugen, das dem Hoch-
band entspricht, durch Kopieren und Falten eines Niederbands des Frequenzbereichs-Eingangssignals;
einen Einhüllendenschätzer, der dafür ausgelegt ist, unter Verwendung eines Fensters eine Einhüllende des
künstlichen Signals zu schätzen; und
einen Einhüllendenanwender, der dafür ausgelegt ist, zum Erzeugen des Basisanregungssignals die geschätzte
Einhüllende auf das künstliche Signal anzuwenden.

3. Kodiervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Faktorenschätzer Folgendes umfasst:
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eine erste Tonalitätsberechnungseinheit, die dafür ausgelegt ist, eine Tonalität des Hochbands des Frequenz-
bereichs-Eingangssignals zu berechnen;
eine zweite Tonalitätsberechnungseinheit, die dafür ausgelegt ist, eine Tonalität des Basisanregungssignals
zu berechnen; und
eine Faktorenberechnungseinheit, die dafür ausgelegt ist, den Energiesteuerfaktor unter Verwendung der To-
nalität des Hochbands und der Tonalität des Basisanregungssignals zu berechnen.

4. Kodiervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Energiesteuerung die extrahierte Energie steuert, wenn der Ener-
giesteuerfaktor kleiner als ein vorbestimmter Energiesteuerfaktor ist.

5. Kodiervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Energiequantisierer einen Subvektor eines Energievektors auswählt,
den ausgewählten Subvektor quantisiert und nicht ausgewählte Subvektoren unter Verwendung eines Interpolati-
onsfehlers quantisiert.

6. Kodiervorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei der Energiequantisierer den Subvektor auswählt und den ausgewählten
Subvektor mit regulären Intervallen quantisiert.

7. Audiosignal-Kodierverfahren, das Folgendes umfasst:

Kernkodieren eines herunterabgetasteten Zeitbereichs-Eingangssignals;
Transformieren des Zeitbereichs-Eingangssignals in ein Frequenzbereichs-Eingangssignal; und
Durchführen, durch einen Prozessor, unter Verwendung eines Basisanregungssignals, das aus dem Frequenz-
bereichs-Eingangssignal erhalten wird, von Bandbreitenerweiterungskodierung, wobei das Durchführen Fol-
gendes umfasst:

Erzeugen des Basisanregungssignals für ein Hochband unter Verwendung des Frequenzbereichs-Ein-
gangssignals;
Schätzen eines Energiesteuerfaktors unter Verwendung des Basisanregungssignals;
Extrahieren einer Energie aus dem Frequenzbereichs-Eingangssignal;
Steuern der extrahierten Energie unter Verwendung des Energiesteuerfaktors; und
Quantisieren der gesteuerten Energie.

8. Kodierverfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Erzeugen Folgendes umfasst:

Erzeugen eines künstlichen Signals, das dem Hochband entspricht, durch Kopieren und Falten eines Nieder-
bands des Frequenzbereichs-Eingangssignals;
Schätzen, unter Verwendung eines Fensters, einer Einhüllenden des Basissignals; und
Anwenden der geschätzten Einhüllenden auf das künstliche Signal.

9. Kodierverfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Schätzen Folgendes umfasst:

Berechnen einer Tonalität des Hochbands des Frequenzbereichs-Eingangssignals;
Berechnen einer Tonalität des Basisanregungssignals; und
Berechnen des Energiesteuerfaktors unter Verwendung der Tonalität des Hochbands und der Tonalität des
Basisanregungssignals.

10. Kodierverfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Steuern das Steuern der extrahierten Energie, wenn der Energiesteu-
erfaktor kleiner als ein vorbestimmter Energiesteuerfaktor ist, umfasst.

11. Kodierverfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Quantisieren das Auswählen eines Subvektors eines Energievektors,
das Quantisieren des ausgewählten Subvektors und das Quantisieren nicht ausgewählter Subvektoren unter Ver-
wendung eines Interpolationsfehlers umfasst.

12. Kodierverfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei das Quantisieren das Auswählen des Subvektors und das Quantisieren
des ausgewählten Subvektors mit regulären Intervallen umfasst.

13. Nichtvergängliches computerlesbares Aufzeichnungsmedium, das ein Programm speichert, das dafür ausgelegt
ist, einen Computer zu veranlassen, das Verfahren nach Anspruch 7 durchzuführen.
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Revendications

1. Appareil de codage de signaux audio, comprenant :

un processeur conçu pour commander un ou plusieurs unités exécutables par processeur :

une unité de codage de base conçue pour effectuer un codage de base sur un signal d’entrée de domaine
temporel sous-échantillonné ;
une unité de transformation en fréquence conçue pour transformer le signal d’entrée de domaine temporel
en un signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel ; et
une unité de codage d’extension conçue pour effectuer un codage d’extension de largeur de bande à l’aide
d’un signal d’excitation de base obtenu à partir du signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel, l’unité de codage
d’extension comprenant :

un générateur de signal conçu pour générer le signal d’excitation de base pour une bande haute à
l’aide du signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel ;
un estimateur de facteur conçu pour estimer un facteur de commande d’énergie à l’aide du signal
d’excitation de base et du signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel ;
un extracteur d’énergie conçu pour extraire une énergie à partir du signal d’entrée de domaine
fréquentiel ;
un contrôleur d’énergie conçu pour commander l’énergie extraite à l’aide du facteur de commande
d’énergie ; et
un quantificateur d’énergie conçu pour quantifier l’énergie commandée.

2. Appareil de codage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le générateur de signal de base comprend :

un générateur de signal artificiel conçu pour générer un signal artificiel correspondant à la bande haute en
copiant et en repliant une bande basse du signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel ;
un estimateur d’enveloppe conçu pour estimer une enveloppe du signal artificiel à l’aide d’une fenêtre ; et
un applicateur d’enveloppe conçu pour appliquer l’enveloppe estimée au signal artificiel pour générer le signal
d’excitation de base.

3. Appareil de codage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’estimateur de facteur comprend :

une première unité de calcul de tonalité conçue pour calculer une tonalité de la bande haute du signal d’entrée
de domaine fréquentiel ;
une deuxième unité de calcul de tonalité conçue pour calculer une tonalité du signal d’excitation de base ; et
une unité de calcul de facteur conçue pour calculer le facteur de commande d’énergie à l’aide de la tonalité de
la bande haute et de la tonalité du signal d’excitation de base.

4. Appareil de codage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le contrôleur d’énergie commande l’énergie extraite lorsque
le facteur de commande d’énergie est inférieur à un facteur de commande d’énergie prédéterminé.

5. Appareil de codage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le quantificateur d’énergie sélectionne un sous-vecteur
d’un vecteur d’énergie, quantifie le sous-vecteur sélectionné et quantifie des sous-vecteurs non sélectionnés à l’aide
d’une erreur d’interpolation.

6. Appareil de codage selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le quantificateur d’énergie sélectionne le sous-vecteur et
quantifie le sous-vecteur sélectionné à intervalles réguliers.

7. Procédé de codage de signaux audio, comprenant les étapes consistant à :

effectuer un codage de base sur un signal d’entrée de domaine temporel sous-échantillonné ;
transformer le signal d’entrée de domaine temporel en un signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel ; et
effectuer un codage d’extension de largeur de bande, au moyen d’un processeur, à l’aide d’un signal d’excitation
de base obtenu à partir du signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel, l’exécution de ce codage comprenant les
étapes consistant à :
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générer le signal d’excitation de base pour une bande haute à l’aide du signal d’entrée de domaine
fréquentiel ;
estimer un facteur de commande d’énergie à l’aide du signal d’excitation de base ;
extraire une énergie à partir du signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel ;
commander l’énergie extraite à l’aide du facteur de commande d’énergie ; et quantifier l’énergie comman-
dée.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape de génération comprend les étapes consistant à :

générer un signal artificiel correspondant à la bande haute en copiant et en repliant une bande basse du signal
d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel ;
estimer une enveloppe du signal de base à l’aide d’une fenêtre ; et
appliquer l’enveloppe estimée au signal artificiel.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape d’estimation comprend les étapes consistant à :

calculer une tonalité de la bande haute du signal d’entrée de domaine fréquentiel ;
calculer une tonalité du signal d’excitation de base ;
calculer le facteur de commande d’énergie à l’aide de la tonalité de la bande haute et de la tonalité du signal
d’excitation de base.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape de commande comprend l’étape consistant à commander
l’énergie extraite lorsque le facteur de commande d’énergie est inférieur à un facteur de commande d’énergie
prédéterminé.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape de quantification comprend les étapes consistant à sélectionner
un sous-vecteur d’un vecteur d’énergie, quantifier le sous-vecteur sélectionné et quantifier des sous-vecteurs non
sélectionnés à l’aide d’une erreur d’interpolation.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, dans lequel l’étape de quantification comprend les étapes consistant à sélec-
tionner le sous-vecteur et quantifier le sous-vecteur sélectionné à intervalles réguliers.

13. Support d’enregistrement non transitoire lisible par ordinateur, stockant un programme conçu pour faire en sorte
qu’un ordinateur mette en oeuvre le procédé selon la revendication 7.
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